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Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by the.guard - 24 Jan 2010 16:00
_____________________________________

I recently hired someone in India to do "data-entry" into our new website: 
www.guardyoureyes.org. He charges only $2.50 an hour. Basically, all that is involved is
copying the peices of the daily e-mails and pasting them into our Word-Press blog into the
proper categories. Like "Tip of the Day", "Torah thought of the day", "12-Step attitude", etc...
There are 10 categories on our website, and it's not a hard job. The price is cheep, but the thing
is, he is an Indian and the things we discuss in our daily e-mails are all Chinese to him, even
though he reads English Ok. I was trying to "train" him into the job, but I think that no matter how
much I tell him, he will get a lot of things wrong and still not know what category things belong
in... I was thinking that it would be a lot better if someone on this forum would do it, for a few
reasons.

1) Someone in our community would understand much better what category things belong.

2) Someone would also be gaining while working by reading over the material a bit.

3) Someone here could be getting a big zechus in doing this, while this Indian guy doesn't get
anything from it.

4) Someone with better English skills might find minor mistakes and fix them when necessary.

If anyone here wants to take this job of a half hour a day, we would be willing to pay for it. I
would also train you into the job through Skype and ShowMyPC.

To take the job I need a few things.

1) Computer proficiency

2) Decent writing skills

3) At least 3 months on GYE and reading the daily e-mails (to understand the style)

4) Good recovery (not perfect, but well on the way... i.e. not someone who is gonna give up and
leave one day, just like that)

5) Someone very trustworthy (since passwords to our site will be necessary)

6) A commitment of at least half an hour a day, 4 times a week (preferably 5). Unless, of course,
you are sick or on vacation...
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If you are interested, please post here or send me an e-mail. Thanks!

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by Ineedhelp!! - 24 Jan 2010 16:06
_____________________________________

I have been waiting for an opportunity give back to the GYE community. I dont know if I would
be the right man for the job, but hey I could try. And unfortunately I dont negotiate my salary. My
agent tells me the only price I work for is a total of $0, thats ZERO dollars! If for whatever
reason you decide to take me for the job that is my salary, non-negotiable.

Have a great day!

-Yiddle

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by Kollel Guy - 24 Jan 2010 17:15
_____________________________________

Go Yiddle!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by the.guard - 24 Jan 2010 19:10
_____________________________________

Within 5 minutes of posting this, Yiddle already posted his offer and sent me an e-mail.
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HIRED

We spoke and yiddle has already begun the work.

Thank you Yiddle!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by Kedusha - 24 Jan 2010 21:24
_____________________________________

guardureyes wrote on 24 Jan 2010 19:10:

Within 5 minutes of posting this, Yiddle already posted his offer and sent me an e-mail.

HIRED

We spoke and yiddle has already begun the work.

Thank you Yiddle!!

 

Yashar Koach, Yiddle!  Do a good job, and Guard will double your salary! ;D

========================================================================
====
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Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by imtrying25 - 24 Jan 2010 22:31
_____________________________________

4) Good recovery (not perfect, but well on the way... i.e. not someone who is gonna give up and
leave one day, just like that)

I guess that knocks me out of the runnin! :D :D :D :D :D :D

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by the.guard - 25 Jan 2010 00:49
_____________________________________

Kedusha wrote on 24 Jan 2010 21:24:

guardureyes wrote on 24 Jan 2010 19:10:

Within 5 minutes of posting this, Yiddle already posted his offer and sent me an e-mail.

HIRED

We spoke and yiddle has already begun the work.

Thank you Yiddle!!
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Yashar Koach, Yiddle!  Do a good job, and Guard will double your salary! ;D

 

I'm willing to even triple it if he's good enough!  :D

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by Ineedhelp!! - 25 Jan 2010 03:45
_____________________________________

Dont get ahead of yourself there, Guard, I havent even started yet! ;D ;D ;D

-Yiddle

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by Gabe - 28 Jan 2010 21:51
_____________________________________

Onya, Yiddle. You have big shoes to fill...

What? I hear the Indian guy had big feet  :D

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by imtrying25 - 29 Jan 2010 12:56
_____________________________________

Halevi wrote on 28 Jan 2010 21:51:
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Onya, Yiddle. You have big shoes to fill...

What? I hear the Indian guy had big feet  :D

 

Hey you dont need to fill them with your feet. You can sit in them too if need be! 

   :D :D  ;D ;D 
:-* :-* 

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by kutan - 04 Feb 2010 14:58
_____________________________________

Ah. The jokes at GYE are wonderful.

Really just a bunch of kids, aren't we.

Need to try to check in more often!

k

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by imtrying25 - 05 Feb 2010 11:19
_____________________________________

kutan shel hachabura wrote on 04 Feb 2010 14:58:

Ah. The jokes at GYE are wonderful.

Really just a bunch of kids, aren't we.

Need to try to check in more often!
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k

 
And thats the biggest joke of all!!! :D :D :D :D :D :D :D

========================================================================
====

Re: Looking to Hire someone for GYE Data-Entry
Posted by the.guard - 17 Feb 2010 19:45
_____________________________________

This position is now open again. Yiddle2 got more into learning lately and no longer has the
time (about 20 minutes a day, 4 X a week).

========================================================================
====
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